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December 23, 1985

Mr. Will am Bonnet
Hawaiian Electric Company, Inc.
Box 2750
Honolulu HI 96840

I:
I have put together a brief memo which looks at the
If trying to set a rate for purchase of the geothermal

Dear Bil

Re: Sltmr...:l ...y of Economic Analysis: Rlase lIB HJl'.lC Project

I

We've ta Fn one situation (three cables, ten year developnent and
high equ·~ent availability) and analyzed the annual rates that
HECO cou tl afford to pay for the geothermal energy under dif
ferent 0·1 price forecasts. These are breakeven prices that

I

utilize ~l of the net savings. The interpretation is given in
tenus of the ratio of these breakeven prices to HECO's average
annual p oduction costs.

The res
develo
the time
HECO's a

~s would be similar for different cases with a ten year
pt period. A lorqer developnent period would lengthen
it would take for the breakeven price to reach 75% of
erage production cost.

These da a highlight the difficulties in establishing rates for
this typ of large energy developnent. I've seen similar si tua
tions wi regard to the imp:>rtation of Canadian energy into the
u.s. Wi the James Bay hydro plants, prior to the commitment to
build th generation and transmission facilities, the rate situa
tion 100 d similar to what we are seeing now for the
geothe t - HWDC projects. Once the hydro facilities were con
structed in northern Canada, the rate problem disappeared and
both u.s.~and Canadian utilities were agreeable to entering into
contract with prices based on a fixed percent of the cost of oil
generati in the u.s. systems.
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Recent1 , there were suggestions to have Canadians build dedi
cated n lear plants and sell the output to the U.S. Again, the
rate/pr' e problem was similar to what we are seeing in the pres
ent geo ermal case; that is an hesi tation to go forward plus an
indicat' bn that any sample price structure (say X percent of oil
gene rat . on costs) would have to be designed with long run bene
fi ts cl arly in mind. It appears from the trade-press that New
Brunswi k and the New England utilities will go forth with a
deal. have not seen the proposed price structure. In your
case, e situation is obviously more complicated because of the
local e vironmental concerns and the probable development of the
geothe al resources by private interests rather than HECO or the
State.

We hope this is helpful. Please let us know if you need anything
addi tio 1. John is working on the revisions for Fhase II-C.
Your s gestions do not present any problems.

A. J.
Prioci

Encl.

cc: J. D. Mountford
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HOWC ECONOMIC EVALUATIONS - A SUMMARY

1.3.10.X.H.H

from the Big Island end of the deep water cable. Results of the

the most significant parameter is the price of fuel.

measure computed is the average annual energy cost that HECO could pay

orted production cost studies have been used with concentration on three

orresponds to the low, medium and high fuel price torecasts which can be

An evaluati n has been made of the price which HECO could afford to pay for geothermal

recently

number of ariations considered but allows an examination of the major economic

energy tran

cases:~

where "X"

factors si

seen tacula1ed in Tables 1.0 through 3.0. The cases studied all have 3 cables, a

The

10 yr devel pment period and high availability of equipment. This restricts the

for power the Big Island, in dollars per MWHr, without exceeding the calculated

annual savipgs in production costs for both Oahu and Maui, (i.e. the breakeven

price). F r any given year this was calculated as:

(total 0
MWHr

savin s - annual cost of transmission)
energy delivered on the Big Island

where:

o Product·on cost savings = HECO plus MECO savings, S/year

o Annual

o The fac

rate if HE

This break

of transmission = 0.1933 x {total installed cost of the cable

plus the line and terminals, to date).

0.1933 is the estimate of level annual fixed charge

owns HDWC.

price was calculated for each year in terms of current dollars for the

three diff rent cases cited.

The answer and results will be meaningful only when viewed as they relate to the

calculated cost of production by HECO. This average cost in S/MWHr varies with the

fuel ·cost price ass~~ption and differs to some extent between MECO and HECO. The

breakeven 'rices were related to the cost of power generated on Oahu and did not

attempt to allocate cost etc. between MECO and HECO.

Tables 4.0 through 6.0 show the results of these calculations. The production cost



(The

The transmission annual cost is an estimate and

commercial development financed at utility type rates.

the sending end and we assumed that it would be purchased there,

includes losses.

the various computer runs made. The energy attributed to the geothermal

ithat is,

implicitly
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development

data are fr

level fixed charge rate also assumes a 5\ additional rate for taxes, insurance and

other costs related to the investment).

The product'on costs were based upon the three different fuel price ass~~ptions which,

in turn, ar based on compound annual growth rates of 8, 14 and 16.5\ respectively.

in Tables 4.0 through 6.0 gives the average annual 'energy production

cover the range that we saw in the various forecasts we examined

earlier thi year.

The first c

These forec

cost for H CO. The penultimate column gives the calculated break-even energy price

for the geo hermal production and the last column is the ratio of this break-even

price to th HECO average energy cost.

On examinat on of the data we can see tnat:

1) F r any given fuel price forecast the theoretical price that HECO
c n afford to pay is low at the start of the development and
i creases towards about 90\ and above of HECO's average fuel cost
a ter 20 years.

2) Tenet production savings available to purchase the geothermal
e ergy are strongly dependent on the fuel price forecast.

These sugge t that any pricing structure has to be in terms of displaced energy costs

and defined with care. A flat 'x" of the displaced energy cost could result in too

low an ntive for the geothermal developers or might mean that the purchase cost

would have '0 be higher than break-even during the.first few years of the development

to provide the incentive. With some care it would be possible to design a rate (as a

show what happens to the ratio of the break-even cost to the HECO energy

wer escalation rates for fuel. This is important considering the short

esults are so strongly dependent on the fuel cost forecast we have

in thethat would result in economic benefits

basis) for all parties. The problem with that is

enterprises are interested in the short term

f displaced energy cost)

!i.e. on a present value

i dividuals and commercialthat most

long run-

results.

?ercentage

attempted

Since the

cost for
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term oil pr ce trends we are currently experiencing. To do this without having to

rerun all f the data we have plotted the ratio of price to cost versus the compound

inflation r te for fuel prices as shown in the attached figure.

As the fuel escalation rate drops, the difference between the early and later years

With a 100\ debt14.3\ cost for capital required.

During that period, the production cost savings are keeping pace

of funds and the annual charges to carry the investment would be

the project (or perhaps guarantee the oonds issued by a subsidiary of

with their annual costs reaching maximum at the end of the 10 year

by the different oil price forecasts. In later years, with the project

than the financing charges for the transmission, which were not assumed

the State's involvement, the capital cost might get to around 10\ and

we have analyzed would change (improve) if the financing for the cable

accentuated. That is, with the lower oil price the break-even price for

were done by non-utility means. For example, if the state ~ere to issue

al energy drops off rapidly in the initial years of the project. In later

el of imported energy. At the same time the transmission systen expenses

atio remains fairly high.

else

or the patterns shown are due to the development period and the need to

financing and operation of the DC system. The 10 year development period

oped, the production cost savings are the dominant factor.

initially

pay for

initial

to be affe

ultimate

When the fu 1 oil price forecasts are altered, the production cost savings are changed

means that it requires 10 years for the geothermal energy production to reach its

development period and remaining fairly constant from then on. We believe that this

explains w ~ the ratio of break-even price to HECO energy cost increases in the

The

with the

almost pro rtionally. With a lower escalation rate for oil, these savings are

reduced.

fully

financing

debt to fi

HECO) the

the total ixed charge rate would drop from the 19.3% level used here to around 14 to

15%. This would tend to make the break-even price for the geothermal energy a larger

percentage of HECO's own energy cost.

An example of this effect is shown in Table 7.0. Those data correspond to the low



daca in Table 4.0 except that the level annual fixed charge rate

was reduced to 15% from 19.33%.

years, the break-even energy price levels are quite a bit higher for

inancing rate shown in Table 7.0. It still requires about 10 years beforethe lower

Power Techn logies, Inc.

fuel cost

for transmi

In the

the ratio 0 this break-even price to the HECO price reaches 75\. After the initial

development period the break-even price for the lower financing charge case remains

about 10 $ HWHr higher each year since the annual cost of the transmission system is

reduced to constant dollar amount and the amount of geothermal energy is practically

the same ea ~ year.

a suitable ate structure is somewhat alleviated.

With the 1 cost of financing for the transmission system the problem of designing
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"-~le 1.0
HECO FUEL PRICES - LOW FORECAST

Oil Price Forecast as of 9/12/85

LSFO (6.2 MBTU/BBL) #2 (5.8 MBTU/BBL)

YEAR $/BBL $/MBTU $/BBL $/MBTU

1995 51.96 8.3806 61.49 10.6017
96 56.12 9.0516 66.37 11.4431
97 60.61 9.7758 71.65 12.3534
98 65.46 10.5581 77.35 13.3362
99 70.70 11.4032 83.50 14.3966

2000 II 76.35 12.3145 90.15 15.5431
1 82.46 13.3000 97.32 16.7793
2 89.06 14.3645 105.08 18.1172
3 96.18 15.5129 113.45 19.5603
4 103.88 16.7548 122.49 21.1189

2005 112.19 18.0952 132.26 22.8034

6 121.16 19.5428 142.84 24.6277
7 130.86 21.1062 154.27 26.5979
8 141.33 22.7947 166.61 28.7257
9 152.63 24.6183 179.94 31.0238

2010 164.84 26.5878 194.33 33.5057
11 178.03 28.7148 209.88 36.1861
12 192.27 31.0120 226.67 39.0810
13 207.65 33.4930 224.80 42.2075
14 224.27 36.1724 264.39 45.5841

2015 242.21 39.0662 285.54 49.2308

Note: Esc~ 1ation rate of 8% shown from ,1995 to 2005 is used for
extl apo1ation to 2015

.
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HECO fUEL PRICES - MID fORECAST

Oil Price forecast as of 3/21/85

LSFO (6.2 MBTU/BBL) #2 (5.86 MBTU/BBL)

1

YEAR

1995
96
97
98
99

2000
1
2
3
4

2005
6
7
8
9

2010
11
12
13
14

2015

$/BBL

80.36
89.21

100.04
112.59
127.86
146.23
166.69
190.03
216.64
246.97

281.55
320.96
365.89
417.12
475.52
542.09
617.98
704.50
803.13
915.57

... ,043.75

$/MBTU

12.9613
14.3887
16.1355
18.1597
20.6226
23.5855
26.8855
30.6500
34.9419
39.8339

45.4106
51.7681
59.0156
67.2778
76.-6967
87.4343
99.6751

113.6296
129.5377
147.6730
168.3472

$/BBL

85.89
95.30

106.82
120.16
136.41
155.94
177.70
202.52
230.82
263.08

299.91
341.89
389.76
444.33
506.54
577.45
658.29
750.46
855.52
975.29

1,111.84

$/MBTU

14.6570
16.2628
18.2287
20.5051
23.2782
26.6109
30.3242
34.5597
39.3891
44.8942

51.1794
58.3445
66.5127
75.8245
86.4399
98.5415

112.3374
128.0646
145.9936
166.4327
189.7333

Note: Esc~lation rate of 14% used to extrapolate from 2004

I ~

II
!l
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1'"~ 3·0
HECO FUEL PRICES - HIGH FORECAST

Oil Price Foracast as of 3/21/85

I t.SFO (6.2 MBTU/BSt.) *2 (5.86 MBTU/BBt.)

I

YEAR $/BBt. $/MBTU $/BBL $/MBTU

1995 104.19 16.8048 111.22 18.9795
96 120.03 19.3597 128.07 21.8549
97 138.86 22.3968 148.10 25.2730
98 161.26 26.0097 171.92 29.3379
99 188.16 30.3484 200.53 34.2201

2000 219.31 35.3726 233.66 39.8737
1 255.62 41.2290 272.27 46.4625
2 297.93 48.0532 317.28 54.1433
3 347.26 56.0097 369.74 63.0956
4 404.75 65.2823 430.89 73.5307

2005 471.53 76.0539 501.98 85.6633
6 549.34 88.6028 584.81 99.7977
7 639.97 103.2222 681.31 116.2643

,C
8 745.57 120.2539 793.72 135.4479

i. 9 868.59 140.0958 924.69 157.7968
2010 1,011.91 163.2116 1,077.26 183.8333

11 1,178.87 190.1415 1,255.01 214.1658
12 1,373.39 221.5149 1,462.09 249.5032
13 1,600.00 258.0648 1,703.33 290.6712
14 11 ,864.00 300.6455 1,984.38 338.6320

2015 i2, 171. 56 350.2520 2,311.81 394.5062
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